Foster Cat Behavior Information Sheet

1) Did your foster cat interact with any of your current pets? Please explain the interactions.

2) Did your foster cat have any interaction with children? Please list the ages of children that your foster cat interacted with.

3) Was your foster cat litter box trained? Where did you keep the litter box and what type of box did you use (covered, open)?

4) Was your foster cat more on the active side or did he/she have a calmer demeanor? If active, how did they like to play?

5) Was your foster cat contained to a certain room/part of the house? Where did your foster cat like to spend most of their time? (certain room, piece of furniture, bed)

6) How did your foster cat react when strangers came to visit?

7) Does your foster cat like to be held or handled?

8) What kind of food did your foster cat eat?

9) Any other information you would like us to know about your foster cat?